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G' Scheme Syllabus of MSBTE. The book is for the
1st year 2nd Semester Diploma (Computer
Engineering). Chapters: Unit - I Program Logic
Development Unit - IIBasics of C programming Unit III Control Structures Unit - IV Array and Structure
Unit - V Functions Unit - VIPointers
This book reviews the current state of all types of
electromagnetic testing techniques and considers
the implications of innovations for future inspection
practice both in Europe and Japan.This volume
provides researchers with an overview of exchanges
on the subjects of ACPD and ACFM from both
Japanese and continental perspectives. For
instance: the Japanese project of applied
electromagnetic theory to inspect nuclear power
plants and the theory of signal inversion for flaw
identification. Topics covered are: - Inversion,
imaging and flaw reconstruction - Advanced signal
processing - Artificial intelligence and neural
networks - Modelling, simulation and benchmark
problems - Reliability of inspections, new techniques
and novel sensors - Automation of data acquisition
and processing The work covers a wide range of
disciplines and will therefore serve a large number of
researchers of electromagnetic theory for the next
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millenium.
Special Features: · Syllabus map cross-references
the syllabus unit with sections in the book, thereby
making the book student-friendly.· Learning
objectives appearing at the beginning of each
chapter provide an overview of the specific chapter.·
Case studies appear in form of boxes within the
chapter so that they do not disturb the flow of the
chapter.· Topics/themes for practical/field studies
and short-term projects are provided at the end of
the chapters to impart practical knowledge to
students.· Self-explanatory figures and tabulated
format of concepts enhance the ability of the student
to grasp and understand concepts in shorter duration
than flowing text.· Concept check questions provided
after each major section test the grasping power and
reasoning ability of the student after completing the
respective section.· Questions provided at the end of
each chapter are divided into Review Questions
(comprising long-, short- and concise-answer
questions) and Objective-Type Questions
(comprising multiple choice, fill in the blanks and
state whether With CD or questions) with model
answers to a few selected questions.· Model
questions and answers to short- and concise-answer
questions show how to strategically attempt such
questions.· Frequently asked questions provided at
the end of the book comprise a set of questions
commonly asked in various university examinations.·
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Appendices are also provided at the end of the book
to create awareness among readers regarding- the
conservation of environment through international
organizations, such as WWF, IUCN and UNEP;- the
preservation of animals through animal welfare
organizations, such as AWBI, BCI, PfA and SPCA;the concept of Remote Sensing;- the Forest Rights
Act and- the different categories of Protected Areas.·
Glossary is provided to briefly understand the
complex terms used in the chapters.· Bibliography
consists of references for further reading.· Index
provides the page references for the different
keywords used in chapters.· Throughout the book,
the role of the individual in conservation of the
environment has been highlighted.The book also
containsü 180+ review questions.ü 200+ objective
questions.ü 8 model questions with answers.ü 40
figures.ü 3 short-term projects and 2 term
papers.This book is meant for not only utilizing the
theoretical implications in examinations but also
exercising its practical applications in day-to-day
lives. About The Book: This textbook uses a
balanced approach to the study of environment
adopting operational definitions, broad and realistic
classification and focused analyses and discussions
that highlight the complexities, importance and
scope of environmental studies to a wide array of
undergraduate students.The book categorizes the
environment into three general chapters: - NonPage 3/12
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Living (or abiotic) Environment; Living (or biotic)
Environment; Social (or human) Environment and
the fourth chapter, Environmental Conservation,
integrates the first three chapters.The intention of
this textbook is to focus on specific topics and
headings, appearing in the Core Module Syllabus
proposed by the University Grants Commission
(UGC) for Environmental Studies, which is
applicable to Undergraduate Courses of all Branches
of Higher Education. For this purpose, the book has
redistributed the proposed topics and headings
under the four interlinked chapters and discussed
them with well-established examples and case
studies.
Building Construction covers the entire process of
building construction in detail, from the stage of
planning and foundation building to the finishing
stages like plastering, painting, electricity supply and
woodwork. Each of the basic components of a
building are covered separately, including doors,
windows, floors, roof, walls, partitions, as are the
basic finishing works like plumbing, damp-proofing,
ventilation, air conditioning and so on. Essential
features of construction like accoustics, fireresistance and earthquake-resistant design are also
covered. In keeping with contemporary needs, the
book also inlcudes a chapter on the environmental
impact of a building and how to make it green. The
text, presented in simple, precise and reader-friendly
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language, is amply supported by figures and tables.
Together with its companion volume, Building
Materials, the book will meet the academic
requirements of degree, as well as diploma courses
in civil engineering and architecture.
This book has been written with total focus on
meeting the objectives of the subject 'Contracts and
Accounts' as given by the syllabus of WBSCTE. The
text has been written so as to create interest in the
minds of students in learning further.
The book is for the 2nd year Diploma. Contents - 1.
Principal of Object Oriented Programming 2. Classes
and Objects 3. Constructor and Destructor 4. Inheritance
5. Pointers 6. Polymorphism * Make sure you read book
using tablet or computer screen. ** Last chapter - We are
going to add it soon and also question papers related to I
scheme, please update book after 1 month. *** Email us
for all other books for free icebreakerspublications@gmail.com Please include your
Name & WhatsApp number to send updates & other free
books links.
First published in 1972. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company. Dr Chapman's books on
workshop technology and calculations have long had an
international reputation in workshops and colleges. In
their latest editions they now all use SI units throughout.
Changes have been made where necessary to take
account of developments in practice and equipment, but
on the whole the original character and style of the books
have been retained. It is the method of instrction which
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Dr Chapman has combined with his unique style that has
proved so successful in the training of workshop
engineers all over the world.
The Multicolr Edition Has Been thoroughly revised and
brought up-to-date.Multicolor pictures have been added
to enhance the content value and to give the students
and idea of what he will be dealing in relity,and to bridge
the gap between theory and Practice.
This comprehensive book, now in its Fifth Edition,
continues to discuss the principles and concept of
Database Management System (DBMS). It introduces
the students to the different kinds of database
management systems and explains in detail the
implementation of DBMS. The book provides practical
examples and case studies for better understanding of
concepts and also incorporates the experiments to be
performed in the DBMS lab. A competitive pedagogy
includes Summary, MCQs, Conceptual Short Questions
(with answers) and Exercise Questions.
The 1st edition of book entitled "Design of Machine
Elements" for IIIrd Year Diploma, Semester VI in
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering Group as per the
syllabus prescribed by SBTE. We have observed the
students facing extreme difficulties in understanding the
basic principles and fundamental concepts without
adequate solved problems along with the text. To meet
this basic requirement of students, sincere efforts have
been made to present the subject matter with frequent
use of figures and lots of numerical examples.
This book introduces the reader to fundamentals of engine
combustion processes and pollutant formation Combustion
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thermodynamics, conceptual and thermodynamic engine
combustion models, fluid motion in the cylinder, the
conventional and advanced combustion systems such as for
DISC, CAI, and HCCI engines are discussed. For a wider
coverage on the subject, emission measurement alternative
propulsion systems are included in this text. Laser based and
other combustion diagnostic techniques are outlined to
introduce readers to modern combustion research methods.
The book attempts to present theoretical aspects and the
practices including the latest developments in engine and
emission control technology.
Explosives Identification Guide, second edition, is an
excellent quick reference for emergency responders providing the necessary information to effectively identify
explosives by type, and how each should be treated. Written
with a straight-forward, non-technical approach, this book
covers both commercial type and military ordnance
explosives, and explains bomb search procedures in a
manner that is easy to understand for even the most
inexperienced in explosives identification. Keeping up to date,
the Second Edition also includes an all-new chapter on
Weapons of Mass Destruction, and features brand new
photos depicting the explosives available today.
About the Book: Of late, academicians of technical education
have felt the importance of ''Management'' and
''Entrepreneurship''. Engineers need to manage their
departments/sections/subordinates, and Entrepreneurship
helps the large pool of technical manpower in developing
small-scale industries in high tech areas thereby contributing
to the economy of the country. This book covers both
'Management' and 'Entrepreneurship'. The first chapters of
this book deal with Management, Planning, Organizing and
Staffing, Directing and Controlling. The last four chapters deal
with Entrepreneurship, Small-Scale Industries, Institutional
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support and Project formulation. Adequate number of simple
examples with which the students are familiar are included in
each chapter. In addition, each chapter contains student
learning activities to give the readers a chance to enhance
the learning process. Though the book is written keeping in
mind the syllabus of Visvesvaraya Technological University,
yet it is useful for B.Com, BBM, DBM,. PGDBM and MBA
students also. Contents: Management Planning Organizing
and Staffing Directing and Controlling Entrepreneurship SmallScale Industries Institutional Support Preparation of Project.
The increase in transportation systems has fueled the growth
of traffic engineering. Traffic safety, counter-measures for
road traffic accidents, etc. are some of the important areas
wherein the focus of transport planning and traffic
engineering lie. This book attempts to understand the multiple
branches that fall under the discipline of traffic engineering
and how such concepts have practical applications in the
modern times. Included in this book are elucidations on
important topics like traffic planning, control and
management, traffic and transport safety, traffic policies,
urban transit systems, traffic information engineering and
control, etc. Students, researchers, experts and all associated
with traffic and transportation engineering and allied branches
of engineering will benefit alike from this book.
While writing the book,we have continuously kept in mind the
examination requirments of the students preparing for
U.P.S.C.(Engg. Services)and A.M.I.E.(I)examinations.In order
to make this volume more useful for them,complete solutions
of their examination papers up to 1975 have also been
included.Every care has been taken to make this treatise as
self-explanatory as possible.The subject matter has been
amply illustrated by incorporating a good number of
solved,unsolved and well graded examples of almost every
variety.
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Let our teams of experts help you to stay competitive in a
global marketplace. It is every company's goal to build
the highest quality goods at the lowest price in the
shortest time possible. With the Manufacturing
Engineering Handbook you'll have access to information
on conventional and modern manufacturing processes
and operations management that you didn't have before.
For example, if you are a manufacturing engineer
responding to a request for proposal (RFP), you will find
everything you need for estimating manufacturing cost,
labor cost and overall production cost by turning to
chapter 2, section 2.5, the manufacturing estimating
section. The handbook will even outline the various
manufacturing processes for you. If you are a plant
engineer working in an automotive factory and find
yourself in the hot working portion of the plant, you
should look up section 6 on hot work and forging
processing. You will find it very useful for learning the
machines and processes to get the job done. Likewise, if
you are a Design Engineer and need information
regarding hydraulics, generators & transformers, turn to
chapter 3, section 3.2.3, and you’ll find generators &
transformers. Covering topics from engineering
mathematics to warehouse management systems,
Manufacturing Engineering Handbook is the most
comprehensive single-source guide to Manufacturing
Engineering ever published.
Introduction - Conduction - Convection - Radiation - Heat
Exchange Equipments - Evaporation - Diffusion Distillation - Gas Absorption - Liquid Liquid Extraction Crystallisation - Drying - Appendix I Try yourself Page 9/12
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Appendix II Thermal conductivity data - Appendix III
Steam tables
I am glad to present the book entitled "Mobile and
Wireless Communication" for Third Year (Sixth
Semester) Diploma in Electronics Engineering as per
SBTE's New Revised syllabus. I have observed the
students facing extreme difficulties in understanding the
basic principles and fundamental concepts. To meet this
basic requirement of students, sincere efforts have been
made to present the subject matter with frequent use of
figures.
Rdbms-MsbteTata McGraw-Hill EducationObject
Oriented Programming: MSBTEKnowLG Publications
Engineering Education has emerged as a fast
developing 'discipline' in itself with universities across the
world opening up exclusive 'Departments of Engineering
Education' which is also impacting the socio-economic
system in India. Most of the engineering institutions in
India are part of the 'hub-and-spoke' university education
system unique to India. Scientifically developing the
'Outcome-based Curriculum' (OBC) uniformly across
India has been a daunting task, due to the dearth of an
authentic book on OBC addressing the need of the
Indian Engineering Education System. This being the
first book of its kind in India and with OBC serving as the
'Constitution' of 'Outcome-based Education' (OBE), it will
go a long way to address this need. The unique feature
of this book is that it is replete with examples to explain
the various concepts of planning, designing and
implementing the OBC in engineering institutions.
Different aspects of Outcome-based Teaching Learning
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(OBTL) and Outcome-based Assessment (OBA) are also
discussed vividly. Apart from the examples weaved into
the lucidly written seven chapters, additional examples
and important formats are provided in the 'Annexures';
another unique feature of this book. Every engineering
UG, PG, or Diploma teacher would be happy to possess
a personal copy of this book for 24x7 access which will
help to clear their doubts as it arises then and there.
TARGET AUDIENCE • Technical Instruction • Technical
Teacher Trainers • Curriculum Specialists/Instructional
Designers • Education Policy Makers What the
reviewers' say "The technical education has to adopt
Outcome-Based Curriculum and there was a dire need of
authentic literature which would serve as a base
document for scientifically developing OBC. The book
reflects the expertise of both the authors who have more
than 30 years of experience in industry and academics in
designing and implementing different variants of OBC for
various technical education programmes. Such a book
will serve as a reference for future generations to avoid
're-inventing the wheel again and again." —Dr. M.P.
Poonia, Vice-Chairman, AICTE "National Institute of
Technical Teacher Training and Research (NITTTR)
Bhopal has been spearheading different forms of OBC
for the last five decades in which the authors have
contributed substantially. Care has been taken such that
this book will not only benefit the Indian engineering
education system, but also the engineering teaching
fraternity at the international context."—Dr. C. Thangaraj,
Director, NITTTR Bhopal
I feel elevated in presenting the New edition of this standard
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treatise.The favourable reception,which the previous edition
and reprints of this book have enjoyed,is a matter of great
satisfaction for me.I wish to express my sincere thanks to
numerous professors and students for their valuable
suggestions and recommending the patronise this standard
treatise in the future also.
This book comprises select proceedings of the International
Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering
(ICETME 2018). The book covers various topics of
mechanical engineering like computational fluid dynamics,
heat transfer, machine dynamics, tribology, and composite
materials. In addition, relevant studies in the allied fields of
manufacturing, industrial and production engineering are also
covered. The applications of latest tools and techniques in the
context of mechanical engineering problems are discussed in
this book. The contents of this book will be useful for
students, researchers as well as industry professionals.
Excerpt from The Extra Pharmacopoeia The adoption in
British Pharmacy of the metric weights and measures is still a
desideratum; both are required, as where despatch has to be
considered in dispensing liquids, they can be more accurately
measured than weighed. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing
page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however,
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
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